
A 6 stage, order 5 Runge-Kutta scheme  with a 7 stage order 4 FSAL embedded scheme

This scheme is constructed using an algorithm of  S.N. Papakostas and G. PapaGeorgiou. 

See: A Family of Fifth-order Runge-Kutta Pairs, by S.N. Papakostas and G. PapaGeorgiou,

        Mathematics of Computation,Volume 65, Number 215, July 1996, Pages 1165-1181.

Note: The order 5 scheme is constructed so that the stability function is exactly
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The nodes of the scheme are: 
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The principal error norm, that is, the 2-norm of the principal error terms is:  0.1859725512 x 10
( )−3

.

The principal error norm of the order 4 embedded scheme is:  0.5744600213 x 10
( )−3

.

The maximum magnitude of the linking coefficients is:  8.741042793.

The 2-norm of the linking coefficients is:  17.54497247.

The stability regions for the two schemes are shown in the following picture. 

The stability region of the order 4 scheme appears in the darker shade.

The real stability intervals of the order 5 and 4 schemes are respectively  [ ],−3.4272 0   and  [ ],−3.6640 0 . 

The following picture shows the result of distorting the boundary curve of the stability region of the order 5 scheme horizontally by taking

the 11th root of the real part of points along the curve.

The stability region intersects the nonnegative imaginary axis in the interval  [ 0, 0.7561 ].



The coefficients are as follows:

c[2]=35/159, 

c[3]=42/131, 

c[4]=131/143, 

c[5]=21/22, 

c[6]=1, 

c[7]=1, 

 

a[2,1]=35/159, 

a[3,1]=7476/85805, 

a[3,2]=20034/85805, 

a[4,1]=2438549411/1983961980, 

a[4,2]=-3707256508/716430715, 

a[4,3]=25077455105/5158301148, 

a[5,1]=105337889067/64388030080, 

a[5,2]=-1698584121/245755840, 

a[5,3]=6869523776931/1096562558080, 

a[5,4]=-927215289/26981535520, 

a[6,1]=67512025387/32454592380, 

a[6,2]=-20051384/2293935, 

a[6,3]=10587214001321/1373901639516, 

a[6,4]=731293420/8209319229, 

a[6,5]=-144610048/1077690663, 

a[7,1]=669707/6932520, 

a[7,2]=0, 

a[7,3]=2215522905683/4570867891800, 

a[7,4]=349043981/116904400, 

a[7,5]=-2234144/575505, 

a[7,6]=9363/7120, 

 

b[1]=669707/6932520, 

b[2]=0, 

b[3]=2215522905683/4570867891800, 

b[4]=349043981/116904400, 

b[5]=-2234144/575505, 

b[6]=9363/7120, 

 

b*[1]=2243660497/23535905400, 

b*[2]=0, 

b*[3]=7589131232781673/15518096492661000, 

b*[4]=1104461697911/396890438000, 

b*[5]=-6925033984/1953839475, 

b*[6]=3529851/3021550, 

b*[7]=1/112.
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